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Abstract

We investigate the problem of nding a computable witness for the existential quanti er in a formula of the classical rst-order predicate logic. The
A-resolution calculus based on the program derivation algorithm A of C-L.
Chang, R. C-T. Lee and R.Waldinger is used for nding a de nite substitution
t for an existentially bound variable y in some formula F , such that F ft=y g is
provable. The term t is built of the function and predicate symbols in F , plus
Boolean functions and a case splitting function if , de ned in the standard
way: if (True; x; y ) = x and if (False; x; y ) = y .
We prove that the A-resolution calculus is complete in the following sense:
if such a de nite substitution exists, then the A-calculus derives a clause giving
such a substitution. The result is strengthened by allowing the usage of liftable
criterias R of a certain type, prohibiting the derivation of the substitution
terms t for which R(t) fails. This enables us to specify, for example, that
the substitution t must be in some special signature or must be type-correct,
without losing completeness.

Keywords: program derivation, automated theorem proving, resolution,
completeness, formal speci cations.

1 Introduction
The motivation for this work is to devise ecient automated theorem proving strategies for the rst-order theorem proving tasks arising in the formal derivation of programs from speci cations. The speci c aim of the paper is to present completeness
results for certain simple relatively well-known program synthesis algorithms.
One of the standard approaches to automated program construction is using
intuitionistic logic with a suitable realizability interpretation to derive programs
from proofs (see [5], [11], [8]). The programs derived in this way always enjoy an
intuitionistic correctness proof.
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Another approach (see [2], [6], [1]) is to use classical logic instead, with the additional restrictions guaranteeing that the proof contains a single de nite substitution
t into a certain existentially bound variable, and this t is furthermore in a signature
where all the function and predicate symbols are assumed to represent computable
functions. The derived programs thus always have a classical correctness proof,
although they may lack an intuitionistic one.
The following summarizes our motivation for using the second approach (classical
logic) for program construction:
 The known realizability interpretations for intuitionistic logic often give programs which contain computationally irrelevant parts. For example, the realization of the following formula
8x9y(x = y & y = x)
is a term x:p(x; p(id; id)) where id is a realization of identity and p is a pair
constructor. The A-resolution gives a term x:x as a program to compute y.
 Some formulas which admit a proof by A-resolution (and hence give a program)
are not provable by intuitionistic logic. For example, A-resolution gives a
program x:x for computing y for both of the following formulas, while none
of these formulas is intuitionistically provable:
8x9y((A _ :A) & y = x)
(8x((0 < x) ) (p(x) < x))) ) (8x((0 6< x) _ 9y(y < x)))
 The resolution method with Skolemization and/or conversion to a conjunctive
normal form (CNF) cannot be used for intuitionistic logic, although there exist
special resolution methods without Skolemization and CNF ([9], [10]) and a
tableaux method with partial dynamic Skolemization ([15]) for intuitionistic
logic.
 There is a sizeable amount of theory for the resolution method, including different search strategies, decidable classes, etc, which can be used for program
derivation by A-resolution.
 The technology developed for automated theorem proving in classical logic can
be directly put to use for program derivation by using A-resolution.

1.1 Basic de nitions

We consider closed formulas in the rst-order predicate logic language with function
symbols. When we say that \a formula F is derivable (provable)", we mean that F
is derivable in the classical rst-order logic, unless we explicitly state otherwise.
We will restrict us to formulas which contain at least one positive occurrence
of the existential quanti er or at least one negative occurrence of the universal
quanti er. The polarity of subformula occurrence is de ned in the standard way:
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De nition A subformula G of a formula F containing only the propositional connectives in f:; ); _; &g is said to occur positively in F i it is under an even number
of connectives : and the left arguments of ). G is said to occur negatively i it is
under an odd number of connectives : and the left arguments of ).

Instead of speaking about the positive and negative occurrences of quanti ers
we will refer to both the positive occurrences of existential quanti ers and negative occurrences of universal quanti ers as essentially existential quanti ers and
the positive occurrences of universal quanti ers and negative occurrences of existential quanti ers as essentially universal quanti ers. We will further simplify the
presentation by assuming that each occurence of a quanti er in a formula binds a
variable di erent from all the variables bound by the other quanti er occurrences.
If a variable is bound by the essentially existential quanti er, we will say that it
is an existential variable, otherwise it will be said to be a universal variable (since
our formulas are assumed to be closed, we prefer not to use the notion of a \free
variable" here). We will treat constant symbols (function symbols with the arity 0)
as being di erent from the universal variables, although this di erence is important
only regarding Skolemization.
As our goal is to derive programs by nding a certain de nite substitution t into
one of the existential variables of the formula, we assume that our formulas have an
associated marker for this speci c existential variable, which will be called the main
variable of the formula. We require that the quanti er occurence Q binding the
main variable must be out of the scope of other essentially existential quanti ers.
The set of universal variables bound by the set S of all occurrences of the essentially
universal quanti ers such that Q is in the scope of all the elements of S is called the
set of parametric variables of the formula.
Given a formula F and its main variable y, we are looking for a proof of F such
that this proof would give a term t for computing a value r for y for any set of
values t1; t2; : : :; tn assigned to parametric variables x1; x2; : : :; xn so that a substitution instance F ft1=x1; t2=x2; : : :tn =xn; r=yg of the formula F would be provable in
the rst-order classical logic. Here and elsewhere ft1=x1; : : :; tn=xn g represents the
substitution of each ti (1  i  n) for the variable xi, respectively.
The computable terms t we are looking for are assumed to contain only the function and predicate symbols and parametric variables of F , plus Boolean functions
and a case-analysis function \if " de ned in the standard way: if (True; x; y) = x and
if (False; x; y) = y. Since not all the predicate and function symbols in F necessarily
represent computable functions, the signature of t may be further restricted to a
subset of function and predicate symbols of F , representing computable functions.
The proof search is carried out in a modi ed resolution calculus.

2 The resolution calculus
Since its introduction in [13] the resolution method has been the most popular
method of automated theorem proving in classical predicate logic. A large body of
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theory concerning various modi cations and special strategies of resolution has been
developed. First we will de ne the standard notions of the resolution method. For
further details see, for example, [1] or [3].
The Skolemization algorithm transforms any formula F to a formula F 0 such
that all the variables in F 0 are assumed to be bound by the essentially existential
quanti ers, F 0 contains no quanti ers and F is provable i F 0 is provable.

De nition The Skolemization algorithm: The formula F is transformed to the formula F1 in the following way: each universal variable x in F bound by a quanti er
G is replaced by a term t (called a Skolem term) consisting of a new function symbol
f (called a Skolem function) applied to argument variables y1; : : :; yn (where 0  n)
being the sequence of all variables bound by the essentially existential quanti ers
(Qy1); : : : ; (Qyn) in F such that G is in the scope of exactly these essentially existential quanti ers and each (Qyi) is exactly in the scope of essentially existential
quanti ers (Qy1); : : :; (Qyi?1 ). The result of Skolemization is the formula F 0 obtained from F1 by removing all the quanti ers in the formula F1.
De nition A term is either a variable, a constant symbol or a nonconstant function

symbol applied to one or more terms. In certain cases we extend the notion of the
term to contain also literals, Boolean functions and the case analysis function if . In
these cases we either say explicitly that the term may contain literals or this is clear
from the context.

De nition An atom is a predicate symbol applied to zero or more terms. A literal
is either an atom or an atom preceded by the negation sign.

De nition A clause is a nite set of literals. Any clause fL1; L2; : : :; Ln g is interpreted as the disjunction L1 _ L2 _ : : : _ Ln of its member literals. All variables in
a clause are interpreted as being quanti ed by the universal quanti er 8.
De nition The clause form of a formula F is the set of clauses fC1; C2; : : :; Cmg
obtained from the Skolem form F 0 of F by converting :F 0 to a conjunctive normal form by equivalent transformations. Any such clause set fC1 ; C2; : : : ; Cmg is
interpreted as a conjunction C1 & C2 & : : : & Cm of its member clauses.

De nition Consider a formula F with parametric variables x1; : : :; xn and the

Skolemized form F 0 (or a clause form S ) of F . The Skolem constants c1; : : : ; cn
in F 0 or S replacing the parametric variables in F are called parametric Skolem
constants of F 0 or S .

Any formula of classical logic can be converted to the clausal form. A formula
of classical logic is provable i its clausal form in unsatis able.
New clauses are derived by the rules of binary resolution and factorization. Before each resolution step, all the variables in one of the resolved clauses have to be
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renamed, so that the two clauses will be variable disjoint. We denote by mgu(L; L0)
the most-general uni er of the terms or literals L and L0.
The resolution rule is de ned as:
fL; ?g f:L0; g  = mgu(L; L0)
f?; g
provided that the atoms L and L0 are uni able. The literals L and :L0 are called
the literals resolved upon.
The factorization rule is de ned as:
fL; L0; ?g  = mgu(L; L0)
fL; ?g
provided that the literals L and L0 are uni able.

De nition For a clause set S we de ne Fact(S ) as the set of factors of S and
Res(S ) as the set of resolvents of S and all factors of these resolvents. Additionally
we then de ne:

R0(S ) = Fact(S );
Ri+1 (S ) = Ri(S ) [ Res(Ri(S ))and
[
R(S ) = Ri(S )
i

We say that a clause C is derivable from a clause set S i C 2 R (S ).

The completeness theorem for resolution states that a set of clauses S is unsatis able
(i.e. has no model) if and only if an empty clause (i.e. contradiction) is derivable
from S .

3 ANS-method and the D-calculus

3.1 ANS-method

Given a Skolemized formula F , there is a well-known method (we will call it ANSmethod) for nding a nite set of substitutions applied to some variable y during
the refutation. Our presentation of the ANS-method di ers slightly from the presentation in [4] and [1].

De nition A formula, clause set, clause, literal or a term is called ground i it
does not contain any variables.

De nition An answer clause is either an empty clause or a clause containing only
literals with the special predicate A called the answer predicate.
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De nition ANS-method: Given a clause set S (S is assumed not to contain the

predicate A) and a variable y, a new clause set S 0 is formed by adding a new literal
A(y) with an answer predicate A to each clause in S containing the variable y.
The refutation of S is found i an answer clause C is derived from S . In case C is
empty, no substitution has been applied to y and S ft=yg is unsatis able for arbitrary
ground t. In case C = fA(t1); : : :; A(tn )g (where 1  n), the set of substitutions for
y is ft1; : : :; tng, thus the clause set S ft01=yg [ : : : [ S ft0n=yg is unsatis able, where
t01; : : :; t0n are arbitrary ground instances of t1; : : : ; tn, respectively.

For the correctness and completeness proofs of the ANS-method see [4] or [1].

Example Consider the formula F :
(P (a) _ P (c)) ) 9yP (y)
and the main variable y in F . Skolemization gives (P (a) _ P (c)) ) P (y). The clause
form S of F : ffP (a); P (c)g; f:P (y)gg. The result of adding the answer literals A
is the clause set S 0:
ffP (a); P (c)g; f:P (y); A(y)gg
Resolution derives the answer clause fA(a); A(c)g from S 0, thus the set of substitutions for y is fa; cg.
There is a well-known class of formulas where the ANS-method always gives a
single substitution for any unsatis able set of clauses: namely, the Horn Class, which
is the foundation of the Prolog programming language. A Prolog inference engine
for queries containing variables may be seen as a special case of the ANS-method.
In the general case, however, the set of substitutions computed by the ANSmethod may contain several elements and there is no direct way to use this set as
a program for nding a single de nite substitution t into the main variable of a
formula.

Example Consider the formula F from the previous example and the variable y in
F . In the previous example the ANS-method computed the set S = fa; cg for the
Skolemized version of F . There is no way to select a de nite term r from S so that
((P (a) _ P (c)) ) P (y))fr=yg would be provable.
Example Consider the formula R =: (((P (a) _ P (c)) & P (d)) ) 9yP (y)) and the
main variable y in R. The ANS-method may return a set fa; cg for y. However,
there exists a possible result set fdg of the ANS-method, containing a single element
d, such that the formula (((P (a) _ P (c)) & P (d)) ) P (y))fd=yg is provable.
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3.2 D-calculus

The D-calculus is used for nding a de nite substitution t for the main variable of
a formula F , such that t is built of the function symbols in F . The D-calculus is a
weaker version of the forthcoming A-calculus, with the di erence being in that the
A-calculus allows the substitution term t to contain the case splitting function \if ",
Boolean functions and the predicate symbols in F , whereas the D-calculus does not.

De nition The D-calculus is obtained from the ordinary resolution calculus by prohibiting the resolution rule to be applied to two premisses both containing the answer
predicate A and adding the new D-resolution rule for this case:
The D-resolution rule:
fL; A(t); ?g f:L0; A(g); g  = mgu(L; L0);  = mgu(t; g)
fA(t); ?; g

where A(t) and A(g) are answer literals, on the condition that both the atoms L and
L0 are uni able, as well as the terms t and g.

De nition A de nite answer clause is either an empty clause or an answer clause
containing a single literal.
Proof search by the D-calculus is completed i a de nite answer clause is found.
Notice that in case no clause in a clause set S contains more than one answer literal,
in D-calculus it is impossible to derive from S a clause containing more than one
answer literal.
De nition By D-completeness of a certain resolution calculus C we will mean
completeness for de nite answers: if there exists a ground term t such that a substitution instance S ft=yg of a clause set S is unsatis able, the calculus C will either
derive an empty clause or a clause fA(g )g from the clause set S 0 obtained from S
by adding a literal A(y) to every clause in S containing y, such that S fg 0=y g is
unsatis able for any ground instance g 0 of g .
The analogue of the following D-completeness lemma is proved in [14]. We give our
own proof with the principal idea similar to the idea of the proof of the forthcoming
theorem 2 (the main result of the paper).

Lemma 1 (D-completeness of the D-calculus) Let G be a clause set containing a variable y. Suppose that the clause set Gft=yg is unsatis able for some ground

term t. Let G0 be a clause set obtained from G by adding an answer literal A(y) to
each clause of G containing the variable y. Then the D-calculus will derive a de nite
answer clause from G0.

Proof
Since we assume that Gft=yg is unsatis able for the term t, the clause set
G00 =: G0 [ f:A(t)g is also unsatis able, since all the n clauses in Gft=yg and not
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in G00 can be derived from G00 by n binary resolution steps with the clause f:A(t)g
and all the clauses in G0 containing the literal A(y).
We will show that since G00 is unsatis able, the ordinary resolution calculus will
derive a de nite answer clause from G00.
Consider the resolution method restricted by the following ordering strategy (a
special case of semantic resolution or lock resolution). For any clause C containing
a literal L with the predicate symbol A, L may be resolved upon in C only if all
literals in C have a predicate symbol A. Such a restricted resolution method is
complete (see [1] or [3]) for any predicate symbol A.
Any deduction of an empty clause from G00 either does not involve any resolution
steps with the clauses containing the predicate symbol A or the resolution steps
upon literals with the symbol A are the last m steps of the deduction with the
clause f:A(t)g as one of the premisses for each step:
C1 = fA(l1); : : : ; A(lm)g
C2 = fA(l2); : : : ; A(lm)gmgu(t; l1)
C3 = fA(l3); : : : ; A(lm)gmgu(t; l1)mgu(t; l2)
:::
Cm = fA(lm)gmgu(t; l1)mgu(t; l2) : : : mgu(t; lm?1)
Cm+1 = fg
In the rst case the empty clause is derivable also from G0.
In the second case the set of all literals in the clause C1 is uni able with a mostgeneral uni er  so that A(l1) = A(l2) = : : : = A(lm) and t = l1 for some
substitution . Therefore factorization derives a clause fA(l1)g from C1. As C1
was derived without any steps involving the clause f:A(t)g, the de nite answer
clause fA(l1)g is derivable from G0.
Thus, in both cases the de nite answer clause is derivable from the clause set
G0. 2
Example Consider a formula R:
((P (a) _ P (c)) & P (d)) ) P (y)
with the main variable y. The clause form G0 of R after adding the answer literals
is:
ffP (a); P (c)g; fP (d)g; f:P (y); A(y)gg:
D-calculus cannot derive an answer clause fA(a); A(c)g from G0, but it does derive
a de nite answer clause fA(d)g.
Consider a formula F with the main variable y and the parametric variables
x1; : : :; xn. Let G be the clause form of F . Suppose there exists a ground term t
such that Gft=yg is unsatis able (as previously shown, if such a t exists, it can be
found by the D-calculus).
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Our main aim is to nd a program for computing a value r for y for any
set of values t1; : : :; tn assigned to x1; : : :; xn so that a substitution instance
F ft1=x1; : : :; tn=xn ; r=yg would be provable. The possible presence of Skolem functions in t poses problems for using the term t directly as r.
Let the Skolem constants c1; : : : ; cn replace the parametric variables x1; : : :; xn in
G. We will: call such Skolem constants parametric Skolem constants. We will build
a term g = x1; : : :; xn:t0 where t0 is obtained by replacing the constant symbols
c1; : : :; cn in t by the variables x1; : : :; xn, respectively, and use the term g as a
program for computing the required value r. Indeed, for the terms given by the Dcalculus the program g does nothing but substitute the values of argument variables
into its body.
The clause set G may also contain other Skolem functions besides the parametric
Skolem constants c1; : : : ; cn. Let S be the set of all Skolem functions in G. If t
contains any Skolem functions in S ? fc1; : : : ; cng, then t cannot generally be used
for computing a required value r for y.

Example Consider the provable formula F with the main variable y and the single
parametric variable x:

(9zP (z)) ) 8x9y(P (g(x))) ) P (y))
The Skolemized form F 0 of F is (P (c2) ) (P (g(c1)) ) P (y))), where c1 is a parametric and c2 is a nonparametric Skolem constant. The clause form G0 of F after
adding the answer-literals is ffP (c2)g, fP (g(c1))g, f:P (y); A(y)gg. The D-calculus
derives a de nite answer clause fA(c2)g from G0, but fc2g cannot be used as a
program for computing a value of y, since it contains the nonparametric Skolem
constant c2. Indeed, the formula
(9zP (z)) ) (P (g(s)) ) P (c2))
is not provable for any s.
However, the D-calculus also derives a de nite answer-clause fA(g(c1))g which
does not contain nonparametric Skolem functions. Thus g(c1) is usable for computing a value of y, i.e. the formula (9zP (z)) ) (P (g(s)) ) P (g(s))) is provable for
any s.

De nition A formula F belongs to a Simple Class i it contains no essentially
universal quanti ers except the ones binding the parametric variables.

As the Skolemized forms of formulas in the Simple Class do not contain any
nonparametric Skolem functions, any term given by the D-calculus for the main
variable of these formulas can be used as a program.
In the general case we can ensure usability of the terms in the derived de nite
answer clauses by using the following restricted form of the D-calculus.
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De nition A computable predicate R on (possibly non-ground) terms is called a

liftable term restriction i it has the following property:
8t8:R(t) ) R(t)
where t is a term and  is a substitution.
Example Consider a set  of function symbols. Let 0 be the set of typed function
symbols formed from  by assigning each function symbol in  a certain monomorphic (without type variables) type. Let RT (t) be de ned on the terms in the signature  as \t is type-correct in the typed signature 0". Let RT be always false on
terms outside the signature . It is well-known that such an RT is indeed decidable.
It can be easily seen that RT is a liftable term restriction.
De nition D(R)-calculus is obtained from the D-calculus by the following restriction: it is prohibited to derive any clause C containing an answer literal A(t) such
that R(t) does not hold for a given liftable term restriction R.
For example, we can de ne a certain liftable term restriction R(t) as \t does
not contain function symbols from the set ". It is easily seen that for any  R is
indeed a liftable term restriction.
The set of nonparametric Skolem functions in a clause set can be taken as the
set . In the last example we take  = ff g.
The de nition of D(R)-completeness is obtained from the de nition of Dcompleteness by requiring that the terms t, g and g0 satisfy the criteria R.
D(R)-completeness of the D(R)-calculus is proven in the same way as Dcompleteness is proven for the D-calculus.
Lemma 2 Let G be a clause set containing a variable y. Let R be a liftable term
restriction. Suppose that the clause set Gft=yg is unsatis able for some ground term
t such that R(t) holds. Let G0 be a clause set obtained from G by adding an answer
literal A(y) to each clause of G containing the variable y. Then the D(R)-calculus
will derive a de nite answer clause C from G0 such that C is either empty or has a
form A(g) such that R(g) holds.
Proof The proof is obtained from the D-completeness proof of the D-calculus by
requiring that R(t) holds and noticing that if t = l1 for some term l1 and some
substitutions  and , then due to the liftability of R also R(l1 ) holds. 2
De nition Given a clause set S and a liftable term restriction R, we say that S is
refutable by the D(R)-calculus i D(R)-calculus derives a de nite answer clause C
from S such that either C is empty or has a form A(g ) such that R(g ) holds.
De nition Given a formula F with the main variable y, we say that F is provable
by the D(R)-calculus i G0 is refutable by the D(R)-calculus, where G0 is obtained
from the Skolem form G of F by adding answer literals A(y) to all the clauses in G
containing the variable y and R(t) is de ned as \t does not contain nonparametric
Skolem functions in G".
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4 A(R)-calculus
The D(R)-calculus fails to nd a proof for a large class of formulas which admit
a proof in intuitionistic logic. The reason for this, roughly speaking, is that intuitionistic logic assumes subformulas of any formula F to have an associated program
(realization of the formula), whereas the D(R)-calculus assumes only the function
symbols in F to have an associated program.

Example Consider a formula F :
(P (a) _ P (b)) ) 9yP (y)

F does not admit a proof by the D(R)-calculus. However, F is provable in the
intuitionistic logic.
We argue that in program speci cations the following restriction (stemming from the
A(R)-calculus) is natural: nonatomic formulas are never assumed to have associated
programs (realizations), only some predicate and function symbols and variables
may be assumed to have associated programs. Thus nonatomic formulas composed
of atomic formulas by propositional connectives may only have a derived associated
program. For example, if a predicate P has an associated program p, then a formula
P (x) _ P (y) has a derived associated program xy:Or(p(x); p(y)) where Or is a
standard Boolean disjunction.
The A(R)-calculus we give (it is based on the A-resolution calculus presented
in [1]) is an extension of the D(R)-calculus which allows the derivation of answer
literals containing the case analysis function if and predicate symbols. The function
if is de ned in the standard way: if (True; x; y) = x and if (False; x; y) = y. The rst
arguments of the if -terms are assumed to be type-correct (according to some given
computable type-checking algorithm) literals containing only computable function
and predicate symbols.
Showing type-correctness of literals and computability of function and predicate
symbols is outside the scope of the A(R)-calculus. For the purposes of the A(R)calculus the \type-correctness and computability of a term t (possibly containing
if and predicate symbols)" means just that R(t) holds for an explicitly given term
restriction R. Observe that the check for a rst-order term to be type-correct for
some monomorphic type assignment to function and predicate symbols is indeed a
liftable term restriction.
The notion of a liftable term restriction has to be strengthened in order for the
forthcoming special completeness theorem 2 to succeed. The problem is that when
a term t satisfying R has a form if (L; g; h) for a literal L and terms g and h, we
need both g and h to satisfy R also.

De nition A liftable term restriction R is called strongly liftable i
8t(R(t) ) 8g(iarg(g; t) ) R(g)))
11

where iarg(g; t) is true i g is an argument of some occurrence of the function if in
t.

De nition Given a strongly liftable term restriction R, the A(R)-calculus is obtained from the D(R)-calculus by adding a new A-resolution rule:

fL; A(t); ?g f:L0; A(g); g  = mgu(L; L0)
fA(if (L; g; t)); ?; g
where A(t) and A(g) are answer literals, on the condition that the atoms L and L0
are uni able and R(if (L; g; t)) holds.

The A(R)-calculus can be used for nding programs for the main variables of
formulas in the same way as the D(R)-calculus.

Example Consider a formula F:
(P (a) _ P (b)) ) 9yP (y)
with the main variable y, and let the term restriction R hold for all terms (thus
we assume P , a and b be computable). The clause form G0 of F (after adding the
answer literals):
1) fP (a); P (b)g
2) f:P (y); A(y)g
The derivation of the answer clause in the A(R)-calculus:
1 and 2 give 3) fP (b); A(a)g
3 and 2 give an answer clause: fA(if (P (b); b; a))g
Thus the A(R)-calculus gives a program (without arguments) if (P (b); b; a) for computing the value of y.
Suppose that the algorithm we have for computing the predicate P is de ned
only on a. In that case we de ne the restriction R(t) as \any subterm of t with the
leading symbol P has either a form P (a) or P (x) for some variable x". Then the
A(R)-calculus cannot derive the answer clause fA(if (P (b); b; a))g; the only answer
clause it can derive is fA(if (P (a); a; b))g.

4.1 Dif (R)-completeness of the A(R)-calculus

De nition A type Boolean is the set of two logical constants True and False. A
Boolean function is a function taking n(0  n) arguments of the Boolean type

and returning a value of the Boolean type. In order to simplify the presentation we
consider \if " to be a polymorphic function in the sense that exactly these occurrences
of \if " are considered to be Boolean for which all the arguments are Boolean.
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De nition A term t is of a Boolean type if either t is a logical constant, literal, or
has a form f (t1 ; : : :; tn) where f is a boolean function and all the ti (1  i  n) are

of the Boolean type.

Notice that we do not allow variables to be of the Boolean type.
De nition A term t is said to be B-correct i both of the following hold:
 each proper subterm s of t which is of a Boolean type is either a rst argument
of some if -term or is an argument of some Boolean function in t.
 the rst argument of each if -term in t and all arguments of all Boolean functions in t are of a Boolean type.
We will start by de ning the notion of Dif (R)-completeness. The de nition is
obtained from the de nition of D(R)-completeness by introducing a few changes.
We have to take account of the fact that the term t in the de nite answer clause
fA(t)g derived by the A(R)-calculus may contain predicate symbols and the special
function if . Given a term t containing if and predicate symbols along with a clause
set S and the main variable y we cannot any more speak about the satis ability of
the construction S ft=yg, since :S ft=yg is not a clause set in the standard sense.
Consider the clause set S = fP (a); P (b)g f:: P (y)g from the last example. Let
:
 = fif (P (a); a; b)=yg. Then S would be S 0 = fP (a); P (b)g f:P (if (P (a); a; b))g,
for which the standard notion of satis ability of clause sets is not directly usable.
We will overcome the problem by extending the standard model-theoretic de nition of satis ability for classical rst-order predicate logic by de ning the semantic
function for if : if (True; x; y) = x and if (False; x; y) = y. Here and in the following
we will assume that all the terms in a clause set or a formula we have are B-correct.
Thus the semantic value of a rst argument of if can be only True or False. We
will extend the notion of a clause set by allowing literals to contain B-correct terms
containing the function if , predicate symbols and Boolean functions.

De nition By Dif (R)-completeness of a certain resolution calculus C we will mean
the following: if there exists a B-correct ground term t such that R(t) holds and the
clause set S ft=yg is unsatis able, then the calculus C will either derive an empty
clause or a clause fA(g)g from the clause set S 0 obtained from S by adding an
answer literal A(y) to every clause in S containing y, such that g is B-correct, R(g )
holds and S fg=yg is unsatis able for any ground instance g of g such that R(g)
holds. R is assumed to be a strongly liftable term restriction and  is assumed not
to contain the function if , Boolean functions or any predicate symbols.

We will present an explicit algorithm for converting constructions containing if terms to equivalent standard rst-order formulas. The algorithm is needed for the
forthcoming completeness proof.
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De nition The algorithm AI takes a term t possibly containing Boolean functions

and replaces all the subterms built by Boolean functions (except if and a negation with
an atomic argument) by the equivalent terms containing if , True and False instead
of Boolean functions. AI can be easily built by using truth-value matrices of Boolean
functions. We skip the details here.
We could alternatively require AI to remove also the negation function, but since
there is no need for this in the following, we prefer to retain a negation function
applied to atoms.
De nition The algorithm AT . First, a function step is de ned as:
step(g(x1; : : :; xi; if (y1; y2; y3); xi+2; : : :; xn) !
if (y1; g(x1; : : : ; xi; y2; xi+2; : : : ; xn); g(x1; : : : ; xi; y3; xi+2; : : : ; xn))
step(if (if (y1; y2; y3); x2; x3)) ! if (y1; if (y2; x2; x3); if (y3; x2; x3))
for all i (1  i  n), for all n and for all predicate and function symbols g except
if .
The algorithm AT takes an arbitrary B-correct term t and computes a treei ed
form t0 of t by repeated applications of the function step to the term t00 computed by
AI (t)
We say that a term t is in the treei ed form if t does not contain boolean functions
except negation applied to atoms and step cannot be applied to t.
Any B-correct term t has an equivalent treei ed form t0.
De nition The algorithm AF . First, a function fstep is de ned as:
fstep(if (True; y2; y3)) ! y2
fstep(if (False; y2; y3)) ! y3
fstep(if (y1; y2; y3)) ! ((y1 ) y2) & (:y1 ) y3))
The algorithm AF takes an arbitrary B-correct term t of a Boolean type and computes
a attened form t0 of t by repeated applications of the function fstep to the treei ed
term t00 computed by AT (t).
Again, any B-correct term t of a Boolean type has an equivalent treei ed form
0
t.
Example Let t be the term
r(x; y) = f (if ((P (x) _ P (y)); g(x; y); h(x; y)))
AI (t) returns t0, the term
r(x; y) = f (if (if (P (x); True; if (P (y); True; False)); g(x; y); h(x; y)))
AT (t0) returns t00, the term
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if ( P (x);
if (True; r(x; y) = f (g(x; y)); r(x; y) = f (h(x; y)));
if ( P (y);
if (True; r(x; y) = f (g(x; y)); r(x; y) = f (h(x; y)));
if (False; r(x; y) = f (g(x; y)); r(x; y) = f (h(x; y)))))
AF (t00) returns the formula
(P (x) ) r(x; y) = f (g(x; y))) &
(:P (x) ) ((P (y) ) r(x; y) = f (g(x; y))) & (:P (y) ) r(x; y) = f (h(x; y)))))
We will introduce constructions S [t=y] and F [t=y] for clause sets and formulas,
similar to ordinary substitutions S ft=yg and F ft=yg. The di erence is that in the
newly introduced constructions the term t may contain literals and the function if ,
thus we will use the algorithm AF to \ atten out", so to say, any literals containing
the term t after direct substitution.

De nition Let F be a formula with the main variable y and let S be the clause

form of F . Let t be a ground B-correct term, possibly containing literals and the
function if .
Consider the clause set S to be a conjunction of disjunctions of literals. Build
a new construction St by replacing the variable y everywhere in S by the term t.
Build the formula SAF (t) by replacing all the literals L in St containing t by the
formula computed by AF (L). S [t=y] is obtained by bringing the formula SAF (t) to
the conjunctive normal form and removing all the tautologous clauses from the result.
In order to de ne F [t=y] for the formula F , possibly containing quanti ers, we
introduce some extra constructions to overcome the problems with the parametric
Skolem constants in S and t. Let c1 ; : : :; cn be the parametric Skolem constants in S
replacing the parametric variables x1; : : :; xn in F . Construct the term t0 from t by
replacing the constants c1; : : :; cn in t by the corresponding variables x1; : : :; xn in F .
Build a new construction Ft0 by removing the quanti er binding the variable y and
replacing y everywhere in F by the term t0. F [t=y] is obtained from Ft0 by replacing
all the literals L in Ft containing t0 by the formula computed by AF (L).

Given a formula F , its clause form S and a ground term t not containing any
nonparametric Skolem functions in S , it is easy to see that S [t=y] is unsatis able i
F [t=y] is provable.
The following example illustrates the construction of S [t=y].
Example Let F =: ((P (a) _ P (b)) ) 9yP (y)). The clause form S :
S =: ffP (a); P (b)g; f:P (y)gg
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Let t be the term if (P (b); b; a). Then S [t=y] is:

ffP (a); P (b)g; f:P (b)g; fP (b); :P (a)gg
which is obtained by converting the following formula to the conjunctive normal
form:
(P (a) _ P (b)) & ((P (b) ) :P (b)) & (:P (b) ) :P (a)))
which is obtained from the following construction by one application of the algorithm
AF :
(P (a) _ P (b)) & (:(P (if (P (b); b; a))))
The following theorem shows that for the Simple Class the A(R)-calculus is
complete even in the standard classical sense.

Theorem 1 Let F be a formula in the Simple Class and let the term restriction
R(t) return True for every term t. Let S be a clause form of F with the answer
literals A(y) added.
If F is classically provable, then the A(R)-calculus derives from S a de nite
answer clause which is either empty or has a form A(g ) such that F [g=y] is provable.
Proof For any clause fA(t1); : : :; A(tn); B1; : : : ; Bmg containing several occurrences
of the answer predicate and derivable by the standard resolution calculus, there is
a clause fA(t); B1; : : : ; Bmg derivable by the A(R)-calculus. As S does not contain
nonparametric Skolem functions, g does not contain them either. Finally, use the
fact that the AF algorithm performs only equivalent transformations and use the
correctness lemma of the ANS-method from [1]. 2

The following completeness theorem for the general case is a main result of the
paper. The idea of the proof is similar to the idea of the earlier D-completeness
proof.

Theorem 2 The A(R)-calculus is Dif (R)-complete.
We will present a short summary of the structure of the proof. The proof can
be considered to consist of two parts. The rst part, before the de nition of \ nal
clauses", introduces several constructions necessary for the main part of the proof
starting after the mentioned de nition.
We consider a clause set S and a B-correct ground term t such that S ft=yg is
unsatis able. Thus also the clause set S [t=y] is unsatis able.
We take an arbitrary unsatis able Herbrand expansion of S [t=y] and we use
standard ordered resolution on this expansion, since we already know that it is
complete. The clause set S [t=y]EA is obtained by adding answer literals to the
expansion. We introduce a class of clauses called \ nal". After the last de nition
most of the necessary constructions have been built and the main part of the proof
starts.
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We show that it is impossible for the standard ordered resolution to infer a nonnal clause when at least one of the premisses is nal. After that we show that from
two non nal clauses the standard ordered resolution cannot derive a nontautologous
clause containing several di erent answer-literals. Any standard ordered derivation
from the nal clauses translates directly into a successful A-resolution derivation.
Finally, observe that all the clauses in the set S [t=y]EA are subsumed by the set S
modi ed by adding answer literals. Use lifting, which is possible due to the ordered
form of the derivation from S [t=y]EA.

Proof Recall the de nition of Dif (R)-completeness: we assume that we have a
clause set S and there is a B-correct ground term t such that S ft=yg is unsatis able.

In that case also the clause set S [t=y] is unsatis able.
Recall the construction of S [t=y]. We denote the set of literals in S [t=y] built
from the literals in the term t by the algorithm AF as I . Notice that since t is
ground, all the literals in I are also ground. Further, each literal in I has both a
positive and
a negative occurrence in I .
Let G =: (g1; : : :; gl) be the sequence of all non-if -terms occurring in the treeyi ed
form of t as the second and third arguments of the function if . G represents the
possible choices given by t for the term to be substituted, so to say. For each element
gi in G there is a corresponding choice path in the treeyi ed form of the term t. Let
i be the set of all the literals on that path, but in the negated form (the element
gi is chosen by t i all the literals in i have a truth value False). We call the set
i a path-clause of the term gi. Due to the construction of the term t, the set of
the path-clauses of all elements of G is unsatis able. Further, for any two di erent
path-clauses i and j (i 6= j ) we know that the clause i [ j is a tautology.
Notice also that each literal I has both a positive and a negative occurrence in I .
Let Sy be the set of those clauses in S which contain the variable y and let So
be the set of all the other clauses in S . Notice that in S [t=y] all the clauses in
So are
preserved unchanged. S [t=y] = So [ St, where St is built from the clauses
Sy =: fC1; : : : ; Ck g and can be assumed to have a following form:

fC1fg1=yg [ 1; : : :; C1fgl=yg [ l; : : :; Ck fg1=yg [ 1; : : :; Ck fgl =yg [ lg
(with the tautologous element clauses missing due to tautologies being removed by
the construction of S [t=y]).
Since S [t=y] is unsatis able, there must be some unsatis able nite Herbrand
expansion S [t=y]E of the set S [t=y]. Recall that the nite Herbrand expansion of
some clause set fC1; : : :; Cn g is the set

fC11; : : :; C1m; : : :; Cn1; : : :; Cnmg
where each Cij is ground and contains only predicate, function and constant
symbols from the set fC1; : : :; Cng (plus a single new constant symbol, in case
fC1; : : :; Cng contains none).
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Unless it is explicitly said otherwise, we will in the following use ordinary resolution (not the D- or A-calculus) which is restricted in the following completenesspreserving manner. We introduce a following ordering of ground literals in S [t=y]E:
all the literals in S [t=y]E which do not occur in the set I are preferred for resolution over the literals occurring in I . We restrict the resolution method by allowing
resolution upon a literal L in a clause C only if C does not contain any literal R
preferred over L. This restriction is a case of so-called ordered semantic resolution,
see [3] or [1]. We will restrict resolution further by prohibiting the derivation of
tautologies (clauses containing some literal L and its negation :L). This restriction
preserves completeness for the semantic resolution.
We build the clause set S [t=y]EA from the clause set S [t=y]E by adding an answer
literal fA(gi)g to each clause Cj fgi =yg [ i (1  j  k; 1  i  l) built from some
clause Cj in Sy .

De nition A clause in S [t=y]EA or derived from S [t=y]EA is called a nal clause

i it contains only answer literals and literals from I .

We will rst show that if some nal clause C is derived from S [t=y]EA, it is
impossible to use C for the derivation of a non nal clause. Consider a resolution
inference with premisses being C and some other clause C 0. The consequent is nonnal only if C 0 contains literals not occurring in I . Let N be the set of all these
literals in C 0 which do not occur in I .
Due to the construction of N and I , none of the literals in N occur in C neither
positively nor negatively. Thus the inference step is possible only if C 0 contains also
some literals from I . But these literals cannot be resolved upon in C 0 due to the
ordering restriction we use.
As a second step we will show that from two non- nal clauses C and C 0 it is
impossible to derive a clause C 00 such that C 00 contains more than one occurrence
of an answer literal. We assume that C contains some answer literal fA(gi)g amd
C 0 contains some answer literal fA(gj )g. Consider the case i 6= j . Since C and C 0
as non- nal clauses cannot have been inferred from nal clauses, the consequent of
the inference would be a tautology (due to the construction of S [t=y]EA) and thus
is not allowed to be inferred according to our resolution strategy. Consider the case
where i = j . Then fA(gi)g is the same as fA(gj )g. As they are both ground, the
consequent of the inference contains a single answer literal.
As a third step, notice that any clause inferred from two nal clauses by an Aresolution inference step contains either no answer literals or a single ground answer
literal A(d) where d is constructed from the terms in G and literals in I and the
function if . Since R is assumed to be strongly liftable, R(t) is assumed to hold
and the clause set S [t=y]E is assumed to be unsatis able, the A(R)-calculus derives
from S [t=y]EA a de nite answer clause with a term satisfying R. Let D be such a
derivation.
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Finally, consider the original clause set S . Add an answer literal A(y) to each
clause containing the variable y. We get the following clause set S 0:
S 0 =: (So [ ffC1; A(y)g; : : :; fCk ; A(y)gg)
For each clause Ci in the set S [t=y]EA there is a clause Cj0 in the set S 0 subsuming
Ci (in general, several clauses in S [t=y]EA may map to one clause in S 0).
We will now lift the derivation D from the clause set S [t=y]EA to the derivation
of a de nite answer-clause from the set S 0. We note that the standard lifting lemma
is not true for the A(R)-calculus due to the D-resolution rule. However, we can show
that D can be assumed to have a special form such that the standard lifting lemma is
applicable. Namely, whenever there is a derivation of a de nite answer-clause from
the nal clauses, then there is also a derivation without the use of the D-resolution
rule (since literals in nal clauses satisfy the R-restriction, D-resolution inferences
can be replaced by A-resolution inferences). Considering D-resolution inferences
from the non- nal clauses, we observe that the answer literals in the gure do not
contain if and thus standard lifting is applicable.
Lifting: transform the derivation D to a derivation D0 by replacing each input
clause Ci in S [t=y]EA by the subsuming clause Cj0 in S 0 and each clause inferred in D
by the correspondingly inferred subsuming clause. Remove the resolution inferences
which become impossible (it is possible to remove those in lifting since for such
gures the lifted consequent is the same as the lifted premiss).
Conclusion: since S [t=y] is assumed to be provable, S [t=y]E is an arbitary nite
unsatis able Herbrand expansion of S [t=y], the term with the required properties
was derivable from the clause set S [t=y]EA by the ordered A(R)-resolution and the
term restriction R is strongly liftable, the term with the required properties is also
derivable from the clause set S 0 by the unrestricted A(R)-resolution. 2
By examining the proofs of the completeness theorems in the paper we can
easily see that the results hold also in case full subsumption and tautology elimination are used during proof search. We will present a lemma guaranteeing Dif (R)completeness of a subset of ordering restrictions of resolution which preserve (standard) completeness of resolution. We say that an ordering  of literals preserves
(standard) completeness of resolution i for any unsatis able clause set S there is
a derivation of an empty clause such that a literal L in a clause C is not resolved
upon in case there is a literal L0 in C such that L0  L. See [3] for the detailed
analysis of ordering restrictions.

Lemma 3 Let  be an ordering of literals and let  preserve completeness of resolution. Then  will preserve Dif (R)-completeness of A(R)-resolution if both of the
following hold:
 liftability: 8L; L0; :(L0  L) ) (L0  L)

 R-compatibility: 8L::R(L) ) :9L0(L0  L)
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The proof can be inferred by examining the proof of the main theorem above. We
remark that the given criteria can be strengthened by comparing literals in the scope
of a derivable clause instead of comparing all the possible literals.
The following is an example of Dif (R)-completeness being lost due to the ordering not satisfying R-compatibility. We remark that since hyperresolution is essentially an optimised version of a certain kind of ordered binary resolution, hyperresolution is not Dif (R)-complete in the general case. Compatibility of a set
of hyperresolution nucleons with a given restriction R has to be checked for each
particular case.
Example Let G be de ned as \literals with the predicate G are preferred over all
the other literals". The ordering G is an instance of the semantic resolution and
is thus known to preserve completeness of resolution. Consider the clause set S :
f:G(b; y); P (a); A(y)g
fG(y; a); P (b); A(y)g
f:P (y); A(y)g
We de ne R(t) as \t does not contain the predicate symbol P ". Then there
is no A(R)-derivation of a de nite answer clause from S satisfying the ordering G, whereas there is an A(R)-derivation of the de nite answer clause
fA(if (G(b; a); a; b))g from S using unrestricted A(R)-calculus. This derivation relies
on the D-resolution rule.

5 Examples of program synthesis
We will present four examples of program synthesis using the A(R)-algorithm. We
will use the paramodulation rule instead of an explicit axiomatization of equality:
fL[t]; ?g ft0 = g; g  = mgu(t; t0)
fL[g]; ?; g
where L[g] is obtained by replacing one occurrence of the term t in L[t] by the term
g. The equality predicate in the rule is assumed to be commutative, i.e. t0 = g is
the same as g = t0. The terms t and t0 must be uni able.
The completeness theorem for paramodulation (see [12]) says that if a clause set
S [ E is unsatis able, where E is an axiomatization of the equality predicate = for
S , then the empty clause will be derived from the set S [ ffx = xgg by resolution,
factorization and paramodulation steps. Completeness is preserved if the term t in
the paramodulation rule is prohibited to be a variable.
Since each inference by the paramodulation rule can be replaced by a gure
containing only the premisses of paramodulation, resolution rule applications and
axioms of equality, the A(R)-calculus is easily extended to paramodulation. We will
skip the details here. We will call the axiom x = x as \= re exivity" and we will
not list it explicitly among the axioms.
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The programs are always assumed to take only lists as inputs and in the following
formalizations the explicit type information is skipped.
De nition Lists are built inductively from the constant nil (empty list) and arbitrary objects (list members) by the pair constructor c, so that a list c(h; x) is obtained
from the list x by prepending a new element h.
We take a predicate m such that m(x; y) means: x is a member of the list y. We
take as an axiom the following formula de ning m:
(8x(:m(x; nil))) & (8x; y; z(m(x; c(y;z)) , (x = y _ m(x; z))))
In the following we assume that m is decidable, i.e. always de ne the term
restriction R(t) so as to allow t to contain m.
We will use structural induction over lists:
8x2 : : : xn9y:Afnil=x1g
8x((8x2 : : :xn9y1:Afx=x1; y1=yg) ) (8hx2 : : : xn9y:Afc(h; x)=x1g))
8x1 : : :xn 9y:A
In the second premiss of the scheme above the variable y1 is bound by the essentially
universal quanti er and has an interpretation as a recursive case of the program for
computing y. We will present the program extracted from the proof of the basis
and step formulas (see [11]) as two equalities, one for the constructor nil and one
for the pair constructor c.
The choice of the induction principle is not relevant for our aim of demonstrating
the A(R)-calculus proofs of the rst-order tasks. We have picked the structural
induction principle (although there exist much stronger induction principles) solely
for the reasons of simplicity of presentation. The examples we have chosen also do
not need additional lemmas, although in the general case lemmas may be needed
for proofs using induction. The lack or presence of additional lemmas is irrelevant
for the A(R)-calculus.

5.1 Checking whether a list contains a certain element

Take the previous de nition of a decidable list membership predicate m.
Derive a program to check that a given list contains an element 0 by returning
a value 1 if and only if the list contains 0:
8x(9y(m(0; x) , y = 1))
and we want to nd a program to compute a value of y for any list-type value of x.
We need a constant which would be provably unequal to 1. We take 0 to be unequal
to 1 by just assuming 0 6= 1.
Conversion of the whole problem to the resolution form (overlined variables like
x are Skolem functions, rst four clauses come from the de nition of m, fth is the
assumed unequality of 0 and 1, A is the answer predicate to collect substitutions,
clauses 6 and 7 come from the formula above.
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1) f:m(x; nil)g
2) f:m(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m(x; z); m(x; c(y; z))g
5) f0 6= 1g
6) fm(0; x); y = 1; A(y)g
7) f:m(0; x); y 6= 1; A(y)g
The refutation:
7 and = re exivity give 8) f:m(0; x); A(1)g
6 and 5 give 9) fm(0; x); A(0)g
8 and 9 give contradiction: fA(if (m(0; x); 1; 0)g
The substitution if (m(0; x); 1; 0) found is computable, as if; m; 0 and 1 are assumed to be computable and x has an interpretation as an input list. The following
is the deduced program:

y(x) = if (m(0; x); 1; 0)

5.2 Another algorithm for checking whether a list contains
a certain element

In this example we take a list membership predicate m0 de ned exactly in the same
way as the predicate m, but lacking the decidability proof: we do not assume that
the predicate m0 is decidable.
We pose the same problem as in the last example, with a single di erence that
0
m is used instead of m. The proof from the last example fails, as the substitution
if (m0(0; x); 1; 0) cannot be assumed to be computable, since m0 is not assumed to
be computable.
We get a successful proof by using one structural induction over x:

5.2.1 Induction base
9y(m0(y; nil) , y = 1)
Conversion of the problem to the resolution form:
1) f:m0(x; nil)g
2) f:m0(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m0(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m0(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m0(x; z); m0(x; c(y; z))g
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5) f0 6= 1g
6) fm0(0; nil); y = 1; A(y)g
7) f:m0(0; nil); y 6= 1; A(y)g
The refutation:
6,1 and 5 give 8) fA(0)g
Thus the base case for the program is

y(nil) = 0

5.2.2 Induction step
8x((9y(m0(0; x) , y = 1)) ) (8v(9u(m0(0; c(v; x)) , u = 1))))
Conversion of the problem to the resolution form:
1) f:m0(x; nil)g
2) f:m0(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m0(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m0(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m0(x; z); m0(x; c(y; z))g
5) f0 6= 1g
6) f:m0(0; x); y = 1g
7) fm0(0; x); y 6= 1g
8) fm0(0; c(v; x)); u = 1; A(u)g
9) f:m0(0; c(v; x)); u 6= 1; A(u)g
The refutation:
6,2 give 10) fy = 1; :m0(0; c(y; x)); 0 = yg
7,4 give 11) fy 6= 1; m0(0; c(y; x))g
10,9 give 12) f:m0(0; c(y; x)); 0 = y; :m0(0; c(v; x)); A(y)g
12 gives 13) fo = v; :m0(0; c(v; x)); A(y)g
11,8 give 14) fm0(0; c(y; x)); A(y)m0(0; c(v; x))g
14,13 give 15) fm0(0; c(y; x)); 0 = v; A(y)g
15,13 give 16) f0 = v; A(y)g
9, = re exivity give 17) f:m0(0; c(v; x)); A(1)g
17,3 give 18) f0 6= v; A(1)g
16,18 give contradiction: fA(if (v = 0; 1; y))g
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As the Skolem function v has an interpretation as an argument of the program for
u and the function y denotes the program for the induction hypothesis, the term
found is computable and the inductive case for the program is:

u(c(v; x)) = if (v = 0; 1; u(x))
As a whole the program for computing y is:

y(nil) = 0
y(c(v; x)) = if (v = 0; 1; y(x))

5.3 Finding a certain element of the list

Take the previous de nition of a list membership predicate m and assume m to
be decidable. Take an arbitrary decidable predicate P . Derive a program to nd
a member of a list satisfying P , under assumption that the list contains such a
member. The speci cation is

8x((9y(m(y;x) & P (y))) ) (9z(m(z; x) & P (z))))
and we want to nd a program to compute a value for z for any list-type value of
x. We de ne R(t) as \t does not contain the Skolem function for y".
First, an attempt to derive a de nite answer clause with a term satisfying R
fails, if we do not use induction. Conversion of the whole problem to the resolution
form (overlined variables like x represent Skolem functions, rst four clauses come
from the de nition of m, A is the answer predicate to collect substitutions):
1) f:m(x; nil)g
2) f:m(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m(x; z); m(x; c(y; z))g
5) fm(y; x)g
6) fP (y)g
7) f:m(z; x); :P (z); A(z)g
The only derivable de nite answer clause is derived in the following way:
5,6 and 7 give 8) fA(y)g
But this answer is discarded by R.
We get successful derivations of a de nite answer clause by using one structural
induction over x:
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5.3.1 Induction base
(9y(m(y; nil) & P (y))) ) (9z(m(z; nil) & P (z)))
Conversion of the problem to the resolution form:
1) f:m(x; nil)g
2) f:m(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m(x; z); m(x; c(y; z))g
5) fm(y; nil)g
6) fP (y)g
7) f:m(z; nil); :P (z); A(z)g
There is a one-step refutation: clauses 1 and 5 give contradiction. This refutation
does not instantiate the variable z. Thus any substitution to variable z is admissible,
and the base case for the program is

z(nil) = t
where t is an arbitrary object. Indeed, due to the assumption the base case will be
never reached, thus the value of z on nil does not have any importance.

5.3.2 Induction step
8x(((9y(m(y; x) & P (y))) ) (9z(m(z; x) & P (z)))) )
8w((9u(m(u; c(w; x)) & P (u))) ) (9v(m(v; c(w; x)) & P (v))))))
and we want to get a program to compute the value of v for any value of w (head
of the list) and x (tail of the list).
The following variables have interpretation: w and x as formal parameters, z as
an induction hypothesis (the program for the recursive case). We de ne R(t) as \t
does not contain Skolem functions for y and u".
The resolution form:
1) f:m(x; nil)g
2) f:m(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m(x; z); m(x; c(y; z))g
5) f:m(y; x); :P (y); m(z; x)g
6) f:m(y; x); :P (y); P (z)g
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7) fm(u; c(w; x))g
8) fP (u)g
9) f:m(v; c(w; x); :P (v); A(v)g
The derivation:
2,7 give 10) fu = w; m(u; x)g
9,3 give 11) fv 6= w; :P (v); A(v)g
9,4 give 12) f:m(v; x); :P (v); A(v)g
12,10 give 13) fu = w; :P (u); A(u)g
10,5 give 15) f:P (u); u = w; m(z; x)g
15,8 give 16) fu = w; m(z; x)g
10,6 give 17) f:P (u); u = w; P (z)g
17,8 give 18) fu = w; P (z)g
16,4 give 19) fu = w; m(z; c(y; x))g
19,9 give 20) fu = w; :P (z); A(z)g
20,18 give 21) fu = w; A(z)g
21,8 give 30) fP (w); A(z)g
11, = re exivity give 26) f:P (w); A(w)g
26,30 give: fA(if (P (w); w; z))g
The substitution if (P (w); w; z) found gives a program for the recursive case:
z(c(w; x)) = if (P (w); w; z(x))
As a whole the program is the following:
z(nil) = t
z(c(w; x)) = if (P (w); w; z(x))
where t is arbitrary, i.e. the end of the list is known to be never reached.

5.4 Intersection of two sets

Take the previous de nition of a decidable list membership predicate m. We use
lists to represent sets and will derive a program to compute the intersection of two
sets. The speci cation:
8x8y9z8u((m(u;x) & m(u; y)) , m(u; z))
and we want to nd a program to compute a value for z for any list-type values of
x and y.
An attempt to prove the formula above without induction fails even for unrestricted classical logic. We will use structural induction over the rst list-type
variable x.
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5.4.1 Induction base
8y9z8u((m(u; nil) & m(u; y)) , m(u; z))
and we de ne R(t) as \t does not contain the Skolem function for u". Conversion
of the whole problem to the resolution form (overlined variables like x represent
Skolem functions, rst four clauses come from the de nition of m, A is the answer
predicate to collect substitutions):
1) f:m(x; nil)g
2) f:m(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m(x; z); m(x; c(y; z))g
5) fm(u(z); nil); m(u(z); z); A(z)g
6) fm(u(z); y); m(u(z); z); A(z)g
7) f:m(u(z); nil); :m(u(z); y); :m(u(z); z); A(z)g
The derivation of the de nite answer clause is obtained in two steps from clauses 1
and 5. The program synthesized for the base case:

z(nil; y) = nil

5.4.2 Induction step
8x((8y9z8u((m(u; x) & m(u; y)) , m(u; z))) )
(8h8y19z18u1((m(u1; c(h; x)) & m(u1; y1)) , m(u1; z1))))
and we want to get a program to compute the value of z1 for any values of h (head
of the list) and x (tail of the list).
The following Skolem functions have interpretation: h and x as formal parameters, z as an induction hypothesis (the program for the recursive case). Thus R(t)
is de ned as \t does not contain the Skolem functions y1 and u1".
The resolution form:
1) f:m(x; nil)g
2) f:m(x; c(y; z)); x = y; m(x; z)g
3) fx 6= y; m(x; c(y; z))g
4) f:m(x; z); m(x; c(y; z))g
5) f:m(u; x); :m(u; y); m(u; z(y))g
6) fm(u; x); :m(u; z(y))g
7) fm(u; y); :m(u; z(y))g
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8) fm(u1(z1); c(h; x)); m(u1(z1); z1); A(z1)g
9) fm(u1(z1); y1); m(u1(z1); z1); A(z1)g
10) f:m(u1(z1); c(h; x)); :m(u1(z1); y1); :m(u1(z1); z1); A(z1)g
The shortest derivation of the de nite answer that we have found has depth 10 and
contains 27 hyperresolution, paramodulation and factorization steps. We'll skip the
proof here. The program synthesized for the inductive case:

z1(c(h; x); y) = if (m(h; y); c(h; z1(x; y)); z1(x; y))
As a whole the program is the following:

z(nil; y) = nil
z(c(h; x); y) = if (m(h; y); c(h; z(x; y)); z(x;y))

6 Summary
We consider the resolution-based A(R)-calculus for deriving conditional programs
from classical rst order speci cations. This calculus is essentially the same as the
A-resolution method introduced in [2] and [1]. Moreover, the A(R)-calculus corresponds to the clause fragment of the calculus used by Z.Manna and R.Waldinger,
see [6] and [7] (Z.Manna and R.Waldinger use full rst-order language).
We formulate and prove completeness of the A(R)-calculus, giving also a
completeness-preserving criteria (strong liftability) for the special term restriction R
necessary for program derivation. We give a completeness-preserving criteria and a
counterexample for ordering restrictions of A(R)-calculus. The earlier completeness
result by U.Schmerl in [14] for the resolution-based calculus of deriving de nite answers without conditions (ie. without if ) and without the R-restriction is a subcase
of our result.
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